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Editor’s letter : October 2018
Bonjour and hello to all the expats joining us
here,
Once again we find ourselves hungover, hungry
and hoping this year will be a good one. After an
eventful first month in Paris, it’s nice to get back
into the routine of going to class in the day and
spending evenings missing your mum's cooking.
In this month’s issue we plan on giving you a
more accurate insight into student life in Paris,
be it as an Au-Pair, an aspiring musician or as a
regular event-goer. Everyone thinks they know
what Paris is like before they move here: eating
croissants, wearing stripes and having lots of Oh
La La moments! While I do love these stereotypes (I love me a good boulangerie), there is
more to Paris life than you see on Instagram. In
this issue we wanted to include more relatable
content about what it’s really like to live the life
of a Parisien/ne.
So, not wishing to delay your entertainment, the
Parlons team wish you une bonne lecture!
Chloe

Design Editor’s letter
Hello everyone!
This is just a quick word to say that for
the coming issues I would like to include more photography / artwork /
calligraphy by students at ULIP. If you
are interested please get in touch!

A big thankyou to those who sent in artwork for

“Artwork
of the
month”

this issue, they have undoubtedly made Parlons
more personal and creative.
Also, there will be a new feature of “Artwork of the
Month” in each issue (see left for an example),
showing a photo / painting etc done by a student,
simply send me a scanned copy of your artwork, it
can be of anything and everything!
Hope you enjoy reading this issue of Parlons!
Jamie
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Recette du mois :
Fennel, white wine
and bacon risotto
If you've never tried cooking a risotto, don't be scared about the prospect of continuous stirring!
This recipe is one that is as wholesome as it is fulfilling, and you can
make it in big batches to eat throughout the week.
Fennel too is an ingredient that not everyone has tried or knows how to
use, but adds something special to this

Method:
Ingredients:

1. Finely chop the onion and start to sweat it off in a pan
with a splash of olive oil.
2. Dice half a fennel bulb and add this into the pan, adding
a splash of chicken stock if the pan is getting dry.
3. Before you add the rice, add one chopped clove of garlic,
save the rest for a bit later, and add the cup of white wine,
cooking for around 5 minutes until the alcohol has burned
off.

(Serves 2)

- 1 onion
- 2 cloves garlic
- 1 cup white wine

4. Now add the rice and stir with the other ingredients so
that it can absorb all the flavour. Once it is well combined,
gradually start to add splashes of stock, waiting until it has
absorbed until adding more. The rice takes around 25
minutes to cook, you may find that you need more liquid
(wine or stock) during the cooking process, keep testing the
rice to see how close it is to being done!

- 500 ml chicken stock (Oxo cube)

5. In another pan, fry off the lardons or bacon until crispy.

- Salt

6. To your risotto, add the second diced garlic clove and
continue cooking until the rice is perfectly soft and fluffy.

- Parmesan, around 100g

- Lardons or bacon
- Arborio rice (80g per person)
- Fennel, half a bulb

7. Grate the parmesan, and add this as well as your lardons into the risotto, mixing until creamy and wellcombined.
8. Distribute into serving bowls and top with parmesan, salt
and pepper.
Enjoy!

Written by Alyx Bearman
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I’m getting sexual feelings over this spreadsheet

Jack Adamson is the most
alpha male guy at ULIP

Just so you know, I’ve never
actually even been sexually
aroused by a sheep

Remember in first
year when I used to
eat cigarette butts
If I’d known the drug dealer was coming, I
would’ve put on some makeup!

My fingers are my
best tool

Be yourself but also never wear
that Erasmus shirt with him again

The best place for me to die would be
in the strip club
Did you know that some
makeup brands use foreskins
as an ingredient?
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Oh she has a boyfriend!
No wait, that’s her
Mum

I’m not a hoe, I’m In the lands
of sexual promiscuity

I’ve got my wanking appointment at 9

Don’t worry, he’s Moroccan, he’s got morals!

It was all about inequality and I really like
that

*swears loudly at street vendor*
- ...and that ’s why I don’t get
hit on in the clubs’

I say baby shark to him to
the tempo of our sex

My virginity is like that
houmous, partly finished but
some of it’s still there
Calligraphy by Kerri-Anne Burger
Sketches by Alice Millet
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Q. What is your background in music?
I studied music at Jesus College, Oxford, but I’m from a very unmusical family.
I was born in Oldham, which was also the birthplace of the composer William
Walton. His foundation provided me with the financial aid I needed to attend
university.
Q. How do you come up with ideas for the music questions?
It’s a completely mixed bag. Most of the time an idea will come from something I’ve read in the Grove Dictionary of Music or in an article I’ve seen online.
Often that will set off a spark that you think might make a good theme for a
question and then it’s a matter of seeing if you can find three other good examples that are about the right level of difficulty.
Sometimes it’s born out of wanting to write about a particular area you know
hasn’t been covered in the show before. It’s not often we write rounds about
conductors, so it was nice to feature Marin Alsop- the first woman ever to conduct the Last Night of the Proms - in the last year’s final.
Other times it’s a particular song. I put Quincy Jones’ ‘Soul Bossa Nova’ (known for its use as the theme from Austin Powers) as a music starter in
the last series, because I think it’s a great piece of music, and I thought as a
worst-case scenario, if no-one knew the composer, it might make great TV to
see eight students looking dumbfounded as it played.
On occasion you’re given a boon. I was listening to the radio one morning and
heard an interview with Tim Peake where he mentioned he’d made a Spotify
playlist that he was taking with him for his Principia mission. After I found the
playlist, I couldn’t help imagining him bracing himself as he was being fired
through the Earth’s atmosphere, humming along to Elton John’s ‘Rocket Man’.
I thought it was too funny not to write about.
Often it’s a combination of all these methods. It’s a mistake to think that being
in a creative role means you have to wait for inspiration to strike. It’s a skill
like anything else that, if you put the time in, you’ll become better at. The
questions of which I’ve been proudest on the show have often been the result
of many changes and ideas that didn’t quite work the first time, or setting out
to write a question on one topic, and after days of fruitless research suddenly
being led off on a tangent to something that almost writes itself.
Q. Do you have a favourite round you have written?
If you watch older episodes of the show, you’ll notice classical music questions tend to be erudite, and pop questions are often comic relief. I’ve enjoyed
writing questions that can subvert that a little. I wrote a round about Catherine
Clément’s book Opera or the Undoing of Women, which is a serious academic
work, but provided a great opportunity to point out how absurd operatic plots
can be. I also wrote a round with quotes from Cornelius Cardew - who wrote a
book essentially trash-talking other composers, so it was fun to make Jeremy
Paxman say that classical music was ‘uncompromisingly bourgeois and antipeople’.
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On the flipside of that coin, I wrote a round about the ‘Millennial Whoop’, a
real, albeit humorous, trend in modern song writing as well as a round on
Spotify songs that had experienced the biggest spike in listenership since
Donald Trump was elected. They were meant to be entertaining, but also, I
hope, cover topics that wouldn’t look out of place in a journal of popular music studies.
What have been the funniest University Challenge moments you have experienced ?
There are too many to count. When Fitzwilliam College, Cambridge played
Magdalen College, Oxford last year, I wasn’t expecting either team to be particularly au fait with Jamaican Dancehall. Fitzwilliam’s Howe, complete with a
bow in his hair, demolished the round. On the last question he made his notable deadpan captain, Hugh Oxlade, give a disdainful reading of ‘Justin
Bieber’ to collect the final five points - even Jeremy laughed. You should never underestimate what a team might know.
But they can’t know everything. Last year’s Emmanuel College, Cambridge
team famously suggested Oasis as a possible artist after hearing Led Zeppelin’s ‘Stairway to Heaven’. Jeremy was aghast, twitter was outraged, and everyone forgot the theme of the question was ‘rockism’- the idea that rock music (and knowledge about it) is incorrectly assumed to be of more cultural
importance than any other form of popular music!
Q. What do you think of the UC teams’ music knowledge in general- how has
this changed over the years?
I’m always astounded by what the teams know when it comes to music. On
the rare occasion contestants miss something you thought was a complete
piece of cake, it always says more about your own music tastes than it is a
reflection on their general knowledge.
How much UC teams’ music knowledge has changed over the years is difficult to say. I think the obvious answer is that their knowledge of popular music has evolved with the times. There’s an old UC episode on Youtube from
1984 (UWIST v Leicester) where the music question is about classical music
inspired by Shakespeare's plays, which is the sort of thing that we would expect students to know. Whereas there’s another episode from the same
year, which asks for the title of a song by ‘Country Joe and the Fish’ - need I
say more?
With that said, I think music streaming services and social media have diversified everyone’s listening habits, and made it harder to discern what contestants are likely to know. It’s an increasingly dangerous game to try and
make judgements as to what popular music has stood the test of time
(without appearing too fogeyish), and what new music warrants being asked
about (without it coming across as a woeful attempt to be ‘down with the
kids’). Classical composers can be equally guilty of becoming unfashionable
between generations (Eric Coates anyone?!). So assessing your average UC
team’s music knowledge is often a delicate balancing act of picking music of
a theme that contestants of all ages and viewers will feel is worthwhile asking about, even if not everyone will know the answer!
This year’s trials for the ULIP
University Challenge team, take
place in the basement on Monday
29th October at 8:30am for trials!

Written by
Caroline Smith
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My Marais
Here’s a day in the 3rd arrondissement!
These ideas are a little bit off the beaten track so feel free to follow this plan or to make your own!

Start your day at Musée de la Chasse et
de la Nature on 62 Rue des Archives. It’s
privately owned and opens at 11am eve-

ry day except Monday, with student tickets costing only 6€. This is not one of
Paris’ well known museums, but it is in a
lovely location which doesn’t get too
busy. It may seem hypocritical for a vegetarian to promote a hunting museum,
but it is still a fascinating place. An eclectic mix of stuffed animals, hunting memorabilia, old paintings and modern art; a
real cabinet of curiosities. Don’t forget to

If you fancy something a bit different I would highly recommend the Marché aux Enfants Rouges.

look up at the ceilings too which are
themed alongside the rooms and if you
go all the way to the top floor you will be
able to see the hunting lodge.

“a myriad of street food stalls and
restaurants”
Turn right out of the museum and walk down the street
until you reach Rue Pastourelle where you will take another right. Then turn left onto Rue Charlot; a lovely
street packed with everything from ancient launderettes to independent galleries, so take your time to explore.

Now if you feel like you need a detox

from the taxidermy there is, ironically,
Hank vegan burger restaurant right
across the road, it does great food and a
good value formule.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Here’s some tips:

Get up in good time.
Pack a book.
Bring a friend. (Or explore alone.)
Turn off your phone.
And appreciate what’s around you.
Find a comfortable spot overlooking the
fountain and watch the world go by.
This is a great place for spotting chic Parisians, reading and sketching, it’s a little micro-

Look out for Comme un Roman which is a
great French language bookshop on the
same street. Soon you will reach the market
where nestled inside is a myriad of street
food stalls and restaurants.

cosm of the Marais. Let’s hope it stays sunny, but if not, take shelter from the rain and
finish your day in Le Voltigeur, a lively bistro
on rue Francs Bourgeois that’s open from
9am-2am every day. If you’re starting to feel
peckish they do great quiches and croques.
If not, maybe it’s wine ‘o’ clock instead. For

“from couscous to burgers to
Caribbean cuisine”

the non-alcoholics, fear not as they are mostly known for their cappuccinos, order one to
find out why…

You will find everything from couscous to

burgers to Caribbean cuisine. Whilst this isn’t the hotspot for cheap grub in Paris, it is
still not completely extortionate and I have
never been disappointed. Most stalls have

That's it, allez-y and keep
exploring!

little seating areas where you can enjoy your
lunch in the hustle and bustle of the market.
Now in search of some tranquillity, take a
right out of the market down rue de Turenne

until you reach Places de Vosges Park,
which is set in a beautiful square of red
brick apartments and has a really peaceful
atmosphere; when Paris is grey it can really

Written by Ella Hardwick Allen
Paintings by Clara Dunster
Sketches by Alice Millett

feel like a sanctuary.
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On the upbeat with Harry
Garlick
In this month’s interview, I sat down with BA1 student and Musical
Theatre fan India Peart-Barr. We chat about her start in the performing arts, her broad music taste, and recall the moment she met one
of her favourite singers.
H: So I already know you’re very keen on

H: Do you have any highlights from that time

Musical Theatre, so I wanted to know how

in your life or any shows you recall watch-

you first got interested in it? Was it family or

ing?

friends who influenced you?
I: I saw so many shows. I remember one of
I: It was my nan who was the main inspira-

the first shows being Scarlet Pimpernel

tion, as she has performed in shows since

when I was 4 or 5 years old, where a guy

she was 4 years old.. so she’s really into it!

gets beheaded, which of course terrified me.

She literally leapt at the opportunity to have

One of my last shows to perform in was

a granddaughter to teach Musical Theatre to

Sweeney Todd, and I played Joanna, it was

(laughs). Ever since I can remember we

such fun and the cast were incredible.

would sing songs together from different
musicals, every time I went to see her, we

H: Within the Performing Arts, there is the

would go to the dining room and play back-

term ‘triple threat’ (someone who can act,

ing tracks and sing along. We also saw a lot

sing and dance). Do you think you could

of professional musicals, such as Wicked

rank yourself from best to worst on those

and Les Misérables.

three attributes?

H: Did you see many shows with her?

I: Oh, that’s so easy! My best is singing, then
my acting is okay, and my dancing is terrible.

I: Oh, many times, because of her involve-

I did an intensive MT foundation year when I

ment with the amateur dramatic societies in

was 18 and my dance teacher told me,

our town, who would do two shows a year,

“You’re not a natural dancer” so that pretty

and then when I was old enough I would get

much sums up my level (laughs).

involved as well.
H: Were you keen on learning instruments
at all when you were younger?
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I: Yes, I played violin, guitar and piano and I

I: No not really, I haven’t been to many con-

gave them all up, I wasn’t very committed to

certs. However, I have seen Lana Del Rey in

them. I never really enjoyed violin and guitar,

concert, and that was insane. I met her as

and even though I loved piano I stopped

well after the show, she was so lovely. I also

playing to focus on exams. I would like to get

saw Christina Perri when she was quite big. I

back into piano, as we have one at my host

would like to go to more concerts down the

family’s home, so I try and see what I am

line, and maybe a festival like Reading or

still capable of playing.

Glastonbury.

H: Straying from Musical theatre for a mo-

H: Any favourite songs at the minute?

ment, did your family or friends also play an
important part in your music taste?

I: Tomorrow Never Came by Lana Del Rey
and Sean Ono Lennon. I like the fact that it

I: Yeah definitely. My dad loves Oasis, so

is very chill, and it’s like a sad love song,

that kind of soft rock genre always reminds

where there’s this one that got away kind of

me of the many family car journeys we have

vibe. Plus, their voices are both so beautiful,

shared. My mum really likes Jamiroquai and

it’s just a gorgeous song.

that kind of music. I think it’s a bit cheesy,
but it’s good fun to listen to. Also, my best

H: I thought I’d end with a broader but more

friend is Spanish, so we listen to a lot of Lat-

philosophical question, but how do you use

in songs. I may not understand them, but

music?

they always make me dance.
I: That’s quite a tough one. It depends on
H: Do you still listen to a lot of those artists/

how I feel really, like if I’m happy I’ll put on

genres of music now?

some uplifting stuff, but if I am feeling sad or
homesick I’ll just put on some Lana Del Rey.

I: Of course, plus a lot of Lana Del Rey and

I listen to music all the time, when I travel or

Hayley Kiyoko (laughs).

study or even sometimes when I’m going to
sleep, for me it’s always there in the back-

H: Are there any particular genres that you

ground. For example, when I’m working, I

would say are your favourite? Or are you an

always put on the Mamma Mia soundtracks,

eclectic?

the little girl I look after even knows all the

words now. It’s quite funny to watch four
I: I’d have to say I am an eclectic, I can listen

year-old burst out the line “Gimme, gimme

to anything such as classic, opera or rock as

gimme a man after midnight” (laughs).

well as random stuff in-between.
H: Were or are you an avid concert-goer?

Written by Harry Garlick
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Over 80 installations and 2 million visitors - voici Artists in Exile - who aid 20+ artists from conflictall the cultural shit you could’ve been doing at

torn areas such as Sudan and Afghanistan,

La Nuit Blanche 2018…

seeking exile here in France - led many of the

The ‘Constellation des Invalides’ from Invalides

performances, including a concert in the court-

to the Grand and Petit Palais was the highlight of yard of the Musée de l’Armée, sung by Syrian
singer Waed Bouhassoun and accompanied by
this year’s Nuit Blanche, directed by Gaël Charthe Orchestra Orpheus XXI, comprised solely of
bau. The ‘super kilometre’, coordinated by the
philanthropic organisation Thanks for Nothing,

refugees. The Petit Palais celebrated the work of

was packed with Parisians and tourists alike and British artist Charlotte Moth, whose film La Refeatured a huge range of installations; the most serve was projected amidst the sculptures. La
popular no doubt included the ‘voga’ classes (a

Premiere Nuit du Temps, an installation by Fran-

mix of yoga and vogueing) and the roller derby

co-Lebanese artist Emmanuel Lagarrigue,

between two all-female teams along Avenue

showed the text of Henri Lefebvre’s work La Pro-

Winston Churchill, the track of which was then

duction de l’Espace ‘translated’ into lights and

transformed into an all-night roller disco.

projected all around the Grand Palais’ Salon
d’Honneur.
As is the norm for Nuit Blanche, there were huge
amounts of live music performances all over the
capital. In the 19e, la Philharmonie hosted 22
collective hours of concerts, including Nicolas

Horvath’s performance of Erik Satie’s complete
piano work which totalled a staggering 8.5
hours. Project ProQuartet ran again at this year’s
event; under the Canopée des Halles, director
Elizabeth Askuru led an orchestra of 100 unAlong the Pont Alexandre III, renamed the Pont
des Echanges for the event, different charities
received donations in exchange for the perfor-

known amateur musicians in three performances including a contemporary work entitled Nuit
Prisimatique by composer Imsu Choi.

mances and installations on offer. The Agency of
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After their success with Project ProQuartet in

brand Andrea Crews. Le Parc Zoologique de

both 2015 and 2017, the Musée de l’Or-

Paris remained open until the early hours with

angerie once again hosted Night of the Quar-

an immersive sound and light installation cel-

tet, where nine of Europe’s best string quar-

ebrating the work of artist Jules Verne by

tets played in the poetic atmosphere of

Philippe Quesne and Laurent Le Deunff. The

Monet’s Water Lilies. Each quartet performed Eiffel Tower - from midnight to 7am - was the
the world premiere of nine compositions by all subject of ZEVS’s ‘construction and decon-women artists, in a celebration of both fe-

struction’ themed light performance, accom-

male artistic ability and contemporary music.

panied by an extract of music by Iannis Xenakis.
How to Nuit Blanche…
…if you’re in it for the culture. Planning is key.
Research different museums, exhibitions and

The ‘Constellation de la Villette’ presented a

installations that are set to take place and

celebration of science; La Cité des Sciences

know exactly what you want to see. Be pre-

commemorated Tesla’s Wardenclyffe Tower

pared to queue (queues for the Musée de l’Or-

with an impressive sound and light show by

angerie reached a 3.5 hour wait at this year’s

artists TremensS that was projected onto la

event…) and take enough food/cash to last

Géode. The installation Platonium, presented

you throughout the night.

on le Parvis Nord, was a celebration of lights,

…if you’re in it for a great night out. Pre hard,

fibre optics, music and video, created by art-

go where the free music is and take enough

ists Eric Michel and Akari-Lisa Ishii in 2015 to alcohol to keep you going until morning. It’s
honour UNESCO’s International Year of Light. not a Nuit Blanche if you’re home before the
sun’s up!
Elsewhere in the Capital, the Hôtel de Ville

For more information on the charitable work

opened its Salle de Fêtes to host “99

of the Agency of Artists in Exile, including how

vêtements populaires” – a collection fash-

you can volunteer your time and skills, please

ioned from second-hand clothes found on Le

visit: www.aa-e.org

Bon Coin, walked by unknown models for

Next year’s Nuit Blanche will be held on the
first Saturday of October 2019.
Written by India Peart-Barr
Paintings by Clara Dunster
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Habits
Let’s face it. We humans are habit makers, and we

It all starts as a seemingly harmless comment.

“You shouldn’t have done that, said that, eaten
that” it whispers in our ear, this little gremlin,
this inner critic. We think nothing of its irrational
words, carrying on with our day as if nothing
happened.

all have a few that we aren’t so proud of. For some
of us, it’s drinking too much on a regular basis or
relying on our overdraft to see us through until the

next month. For others, it’s fingernail-biting and
staying up too late, binge-watching that latest Netflix series.

Yet it persists, undeterred by its failure to catch
our full attention. Their comments come increasingly thick and fast, trying their utmost to put us
down, to denigrate us in any way they can possibly think of.

Mentioned in conversation with friends over coffee
or brought to light in articles, headlines and jour-

Slowly but surely, the gremlin crawls onto our

nals, these habits are regularly discussed. There is,

back, enjoying the ride as we travel to work, to

however, a certain practice so often overlooked to

university, to see our friends. The words it mur-

the extent that we do not regard it as a habit: Self-

murs become louder and heavier, their strength

criticism.

weighing us down as we step out of the métro.

We are so oblivious to the pivotal role our inner critic plays in our everyday life, unaware that the way in
which we talk to and treat ourselves is manifested

“You aren’t qualified enough to apply for X,” they
shout. “You aren’t pretty/strong/clever enough
to do Y. You aren’t worthy.”

in our consequent actions and decisions. The intangibility of the habit tricks our ability to recognise the

Exhausted by the constant harassment, we suc-

damage we are doing to ourselves.

cumb to the belief that we are indeed worthless;

shattering our self-esteem and draining the willpower that once fuelled us to strive for our
goals. We are miserable, lost; our childhood
selves wouldn’t recognise the person we have
become.
But what if it didn’t have to be this way? What if
there was a way to break this habit, to begin to

wrench the gremlin’s claws from our shoulders,
freeing ourselves from its plaguing criticism?
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Only recently did I begin to realise the impact of such

A few months down the line, and it is safe to say

abuse on my day-to-day moods and actions, on my

that the process of replacing this self-sabotaging

quality of life. I have noticed a considerable change in

habit with that of self-love is neither an easy nor a

myself these past few years; once an outgoing, fun-

quick fix. It takes constant vigilance, as our little

loving teenager, this gremlin has made me increasing-

gremlin is waiting to pounce on us the moment we

ly introverted, lacking in any form of self-respect or

let our guard down.

belief that I have something important to give to this
world.
Walking in the park on a cloudless June morning, my
dogs at my side, I couldn’t escape the belittling
thoughts of inadequacy and worthlessness.
Then it hit me: What if I stop yielding to this inner critic, and start challenging it? What if I start to question
their toxic words?
“You shouldn’t do X; you aren’t good enough at Y.”
Where is the logical evidence to support this? What

tangible truth is there in this absurd claim?
Despite some initial, ‘I feel ridiculous doing this’ moments, I started to realise that it actually worked.
Once I began to pinpoint those negative, critical
thoughts, taking the time to explore and question
them, I found them to have no real substance.
No longer consumed by these inward, judgemental
thoughts, I had more time to be aware of the world
around me, focusing on the blue skies, the sweet
smell of summer, the birds singing. I started to be
grateful for the little things: catching up with a friend,
cups of tea, snuggling down with a book at the end of
the day.

But thanks to this new, positive ‘habit’ that I have
striven to implement every single day, I am slowly
but surely building a wall between myself and my
inner critic. Each brick of self-love I lay, the taller

the wall becomes, making it all the less possible for
my gremlin to scramble over and make its mark.
Overall, I am happier and more at peace with myself. I am starting to push myself past my comfort
zone, going for that job, that role, whatever I wish to
put my mind to. After so many years, I am finally
daring myself to be the courage maker I have always aspired to be.
So, I challenge you to give it a go – a real go – and
see where it takes you. Instilling new habits takes
hard work, determination and consistency, but I
promise you it is worth it. If I can beat this little
gremlin, you can too.
Written by Kerri-Anne Burger
Sketches by Jamie Jones
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The Body Issue : Body Image
Self-evaluation is healthy.
It's a way of holding yourself accountable for your actions, and allows for the development of selfawareness in your surroundings in a way that can be often positive.
Nevertheless as is the case with anything in life, self-evaluation can become dangerous and invasive if

it is approached in the wrong way.
Arguably the area of ourselves we subject to the most criticism is our appearance. The reasons for this
are tenfold; ranging from what your grandma says when she sees the way you're dressed for a party,
to the way that your childhood doll looked like in its prettiest pink top, to the undeniably significant
influence of the media, which has a larger, more alarming effect than we ever give it credit for.

“Why have we allowed ourselves to be subjected to
such harsh criticisms?”
There are two key areas of the media which make it so formidable: language and image. They work
together to form a subtly specific criteria, of which every member of society is then compared to and
judged by. These beauty standards are often completely unrealistic and unattainable for large percentage of the population. According to a study by the National Eating Disorders Association, 75% of
women stated that they were overweight despite only 25% actually being so, showing how our own
perceptions have been warped by the images we see all around us because of the nature of the ads
themselves. These influences come from adverts which use models who fit only one or two body types
(instead of the hundreds exist in the real world), which are then labelled as the epitome of ‘attractive’.
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The reasons behind these prejudices and standards presented by the media could be the opinions

and judgments which have been cultivated for hundreds of years; the media is only effective because
it appeals to and magnifies small aspects of society, which therefore encourages discrimination and
criticism. It can be likened to the ‘chicken and egg’ dilemma; just as social norms wouldn't exist without the media, the media would not exist without the standards we set ourselves in society. Either
way, this problem exists and seems to have always existed, with dreadful consequences for our population. I suppose an important question to ask is why, as a society, have we allowed ourselves to be
subjected to such harsh criticisms?

Women should understand that there is no such
thing as a standard beauty” - Tyra Banks
The media has stayed fairly consistent in terms of presenting its audience with certain ideals which
they should be aiming for, it is just the content has changed. Fashion ads for gaining weight became
popular in the post war period, showing the respect and appreciation people had for food at this time,
because of it being much more freely available after rationing. This attitude is a stark and sad contrast to one in our current society. Foods then considered to be a luxury are now treated with contempt - something to be enjoyed ‘guiltily’ or only as a ‘treat’. Although promotions of a slightly larger
body could be said to be ‘healthier’ than those we see in the 21st century, it is still being presented
as a norm and a goal - thus encouraging women to be obsessed with their bodies in order to conform
to a particular model of attractiveness instead of simply being content with the usual body shape.

Therefore, although this act of taking something so subjective - our bodies, and forcing it into a communal model is not a new one, it is undeniably dangerous. Furthermore the conformity is unusual
when in so many other aspects of life we are encouraged to acknowledge that everyone is different.
We all have our own opinions and perceptions of the world - something which is celebrated in countless ways of society. Our culture through art, film and literature, explores a diverse range of people
and ways of living and thinking. It seems that we are welcoming acceptance in every other way apart
from when it comes to body image. So why can't we praise the difference between our bodies instead
of pushing the one standard of normality?

Written By Sophie Weston
Sketch by Steph Heath
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Many of you might not know that Halloween

france.fr Derry celebrates Halloween ‘en

originally derives from the Celtic festival of

grande pompe’. The festivities for Derry Hallow-

‘Samhain’ (pronounced : sa-win) which in pa-

een 2018 will start on the 27th of October and

gan Ireland signified the end of the summer

will finish on the 4th of November. We still have

and was believed that on this night the dead

the typical Halloween activities scheduled in

returned to be with the living. The costume part

the thirty page long booklet of events (see Der-

of Halloween is due to the fact that the Celts

ryhalloween.com for proof) such as haunted

dressed up like demons or the dead so that if

houses and ghost bus tours but for those who

they encountered a real demon, they would not

aren’t into horror or scare easily there are also

be harmed. As for trick or treating, it was in fact

events such as a fancy-dress dog walk, cy-

poor children and adults who would often go

clocross races and the famous ‘fête des lu-

from home to home begging for food in ex-

mières’ that comes all the way from Lyon.

change for prayers and songs.

There’s even a zombie 5km run to burn off all
the toffee apples consumed over the week.

Halloween was later popularized due to the one
million Irish people who brought the tradition

So, if you’re ever planning on going abroad for

with them when they had to emigrate to Ameri-

Halloween, why not go to the ‘Best Halloween

ca during the famine. Although often widely re-

Destination in The World’ according to USA to-

garded as an American tradition, Halloween is

day. Halloween night itself is amazing – Derry

widely celebrated in Ireland. My hometown,

has the biggest Halloween parade in Europe

Derry, is widely reputed for pulling out all the

and the atmosphere afterwards in bars and

stops on Halloween.

clubs is buzzing to say the least.
Everyone from babies to grandparents dress up
and enjoy what Derry does best, so why don’t
you too?

According to guide evasion ‘Halloween se fête

Written by Nadia Cusack

dans toute l’Irlande mais avec une ampleur

Sketches by Jamie Jones

sans pareille à Derry’ and according to ouest-
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